Manual Cinema Mid-Project Reflection

**Directions:** One of the most important parts of PBL is reflecting on your work once a project has finished. In the boxes below, give thoughtful answers in at least 1-2 complete sentences for each prompt.

1. Describe the Manual Cinema movie you are working on.

2. Use **specific details** to explain how your movie will teach our first grade buddies facts about your StoryMap locations.

---

**Phase 1: Planning Your Movie**

In Phase 1 we did all the planning for your movie. The bullets below cover some of the things we have learned and worked on in Phase 1.

- Seven Story Archetypes
- Combining Facts from your StoryMaps
- Plot Diagramming
- Script writing
- Storyboarding

1. Choose two of the bullets above. Explain what it is and describe why it is important to the success of your project.
Phase 2: Creating your story elements

1. What are you enjoying most about phase 2 of the project and why?

2. What have you done to contribute to the success of your group so far? Give specific examples.

3. In some classes there have been problems with taking care of the materials, cleaning up before leaving, safety with dangerous tools, and behavior. What is one specific suggestion you have to help solve one or more of these problems.
4. If you would like to continue on with this project explain why you would like to keep working with your group to create a finished Manual Cinema project.